POR C HES

UNRIVALLED QUALITY
Our experience in working with oak spans over thirty years
and we can proudly say that we create the finest hand
finished oak porches available. Our meticulous finish is what
sets our oak frames apart. We treat each beam with great
attention to detail; the kind you won’t find anywhere else.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
Perhaps counter-intuitively, oak is in fact a great
environmentally-friendly option for home builders:
Renewable resource
A great renewable resource – it requires no
industrial processing and can be used in its raw
state, with minimal waste and energy expended.
Sustainable supply
Oakmasters is dedicated to ecological conservation.
Our materials come only from sustainably
managed sources and we are PEFC Certified.

“ MAKE YOUR FRONT
PORCH PART OF YOUR
HOME AND IT WILL
MAKE YOU PART OF
THE WORLD.”
~ JOHN SARRIS
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WORKING WITH YOU
We have always taken pride in our capacity to work
on a fully bespoke basis, bringing to life our customers’
dream projects. However, we also recognise that
often our clients need suggestions and examples
in order to develop their ideas and concepts.

DESIGN IDEAS
J

Choose from our range of designs and features,
or treat these as a basis on which to develop your
own ideas for a bespoke oak porch. We are also
happy to work from your architect’s drawings.
Three simple steps:
1.

Pick one of our designs or sketch your own ideas

2.

Decide on dimensions of your porch using
our guide below. Chat to your builder or
to us if you are unsure about anything.

3.

Call us to discuss your project, send us
your sketches and get a quote

Once you are happy with price and design, you can place an
order and we will produce a standard CAD detail drawing of
the porch confirming the dimensions and relative positioning.

INSTALLATION
Our oak porches are designed and made as kits and are
supplied ready for your local contractor to install. The assembly
of an Oakmasters oak porch is a fairly simple procedure,
since the components are produced as an integrated kit
with all the joints pre-cut and all components marked up for
easy assembly. We supply the complete oak frame including
oak pegs for self assembly. For other fixings, bricks or tiles,
contact your local builders merchant. If your project is more
complicated or your contractor needs specialist advice or
help, we are more than happy to provide advice and support.
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